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Spectroscopic Analysis of Supernovae Expansion
Introduction
In many ways, supernovae are some of the most fascinating events in the Universe. These titanic
explosions can shine as bright as galaxies, and it’s theorized they’re responsible for the nucleosynthesis of more
than half of the naturally occurring elements on the periodic table.1 Their nature gives insight on the origins of the
star clusters, galaxies, and beyond.
While they are bright, supernovae are incredibly far away, making it impossible to study hands on, but
there is a signature of sorts that supernovae leaves behind, which can be studied. All luminous objects have
spectra, supernovae included. Specifically, a luminous explosion of stellar ejecta will give off an absorption spectrum
as the light passes through the stellar matter escaping into space.
One straightforward problem is quantifying how fast a supernova expanding through space. That
expansion rate is found through spectroscopic analysis. In this process, it is detailed how this analysis can be
performed at the Smolen Observatory at SUNY New Paltz.

Background & Theory
The two major groups of supernovae that are considered are Type Ia & Type IIa supernovae, detailed in
Figure 1. These explosions are stages of stellar evolution, Type Ia for average mass stars, and Type IIa for high mass
stars. These types of supernovae come from either the collapse of a white dwarf in a binary system, or the collapse
of a high mass star.2,3

Figure 1: Graphic detailing the two main categories of supernovae2, 3

Studying a supernova in a lab is impossible. The nearest supernova remnant to Earth is the Crab Nebula,
at a distance of about 6,500ly, or 38 quadrillion miles.4 Furthermore, a supernova anywhere within the Milky Way
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has not been observed since 1987, when SN1987A erupted in the Large Magellanic Cloud.5 Most recent
supernovae are far enough away that they appear as point sources, and a grating can be used to split that point of
light into a spectrum.
Absorption lines are key to understanding a supernova. Each element has its own unique absorption line,
and looking at the spectra itself can show the exact composition of the supernova. But comparing those absorption
lines to those on Earth can detail just how exactly the supernova is behaving.
If the ejecta responsible for those lines is moving towards the Earth, as is assumed when looking directly
into an explosion, the principle of the Doppler Effect becomes useful. Detailed in Fig. 2, the Doppler Effect applies
to any type of wave-producing source as it moves relative to an observer. As the source moves in one direction,
the waves are compressed; the frequency f increases while wavelength λ decreases. Simultaneously, the waves are
spread out as the source moves away from the opposite direction, decreasing f and increasing λ.

Fig. 2: The Doppler Effect visualized.

Fig. 3: Blueshifted f and λ c ompared to stationary f0  and λo

In terms of light, λ compression is referred to as blueshift, and λ expansion is referred to as redshift,

reflecting the two extremes of the visible spectrum respectively.5 The light & stellar eject is moving directly
towards the Earth at some speed u, as shown in Fig. 3. This means the spectrum is blueshifted, including the

absorption lines. Blueshifted absorption lines are separated from their stationary (on Earth) counterparts by some
distance Δλ. The Doppler Shift equation relates Δλ to u:

Fig. 3 [1]5
Where λo is
the observed wavelength for the absorption line in the supernova spectrum, λ is the laboratory

standard of that measurement, and c is the speed of light.

If a spectrum can be detailed and properly resolved, λo for a specific elemental indicator of supernovae

can be found, then a straightforward calculation can detail the expansion rate of the supernova. This procedure is a
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common one, and as such an understanding of what data to obtain and what do with it can help with the
optimization of any future observations.

Preliminary Procedure & Data Analysis
Analysis of SN2011fe, a supernova discovered by David Strange of the United Kingdom, highlights two
important features of this process. The first being that anyone can find a point of light in the sky, but it takes a
community to determine if a candidate is a supernova or not, a process which will be described in the next section.
SN2011fe was discovered in the Whirlpool Galaxy, M101 in 2011, and using a grating to separate the light,
the image in Fig. 4b was found.6

Fig. 4a: SN2011fe as it appears embedded within M1016

Fig. 4b: SN2011fe as imaged through grating, spectra beside it.6

The spectrum is imaged as a long tail straddling both sides of the point source, and embedded within that
tail are lines of darkness - absorption lines! RSpec, a program designed by Tom Field of Field Tested Systems (FTS)
reads out the flux levels per pixel in the image. However,
this information on its own is useless. Luckily, RSpec
provides a way to calibrate the dispersion of the image so

that the flux per pixel can correspond to a spectrum
measured in angstroms Å per pixel.

Each observational setup has its own dispersion. To

find the dispersion, all that is needed is the spectra of a very
bright star, such as Vega, and its spectra. RSpec calibrates
flux per pixel into Å per pixel. Shown in Fig. 5a, RSpec
calibrates the image using a line of best fit between the flux
of the point source, known as the zero order, and an
absorption line such as Hβ at 4861 Å .6

Fig. 5a: Calibration Step I, Analyzing a bright star, such as Vega
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Fig. 5b: Calibration Step I1, showing a dispersion of 18.34 Å/pixel for David Strange’s setup

With a dispersion known, an unknown point source can be analyzed, such as a new supernova like
SN2011fe. All that is needed to calibrate the image of SN2011fe to Å per pixel is the zero order, the point
source! Elemental indicators of supernovae, such as Silicon II (Si II) are used in the same manner that Hβ was used
in the dispersion calibration.7

Fig. 6: Applying the crosshair to SN2011fe shows us a spectra with clear absorption lines, namely Si II at λo =
 6150Å
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How is it known that the absorption line at 6150Å is Si II? SN2011fe has been studied extensively, as it’s
peak apparent magnitude m was exceptionally low for a supernova, about 9.9. A joint study published on arXiv.org
by members of multiple university faculties & observatories entitled

Analysis Of The Early-Time Optical Spectra Of SN2011FE In M101
provides a good benchmark for the spectrum found in Fig. 6. Their
resultant spectra is shown in Fig. 7, showing an Si II line at ~6150Å.7
Using the obtained value of λ Si II of 6150Å, a speed for the

shell expansion of SN2011fe u is found to be about 22 million miles per
hour, an incredibly fast event.

Process

Fig. 7: Professional spectral analysis of SN2011fe
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The four major steps of obtaining the expansion rate of a supernova shell are observations, image
creation, spectral analysis as detailed in the previous section, and a quick calculation. Finding a supernovae to
observe is reliant on community resources, such as The Open Supernovae Catalogue, or The Active Supernova
page of http://www.rochesterastronomy.org/snimages/.8,

9

Automatic updates from the GAIA satellite, as well as

observations from astronomers worldwide is uploaded and verified here. Right ascension and declination
coordinates determine the viability of observing a specific supernova from SUNY New Paltz. SN2018zd, a Type II
supernova in NGC 2146, was discovered on March 3rd 2018, and was the primary target of observation.10
The observational setup used is FTS’ Star Analyzer 200 grating embedded within the filter wheel of an
SBIG STL 11000M at a distance d of 1.5cm. The CCD is attached to 14-inch Celestron EdgeHD reflector
telescope. Fig. 8 details the path of light from the source through the setup.

Fig. 8: Path of source light as it travels through the telescope to the chip. Cutaway shows interior path of light through grating, and
onto the chip.
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Producing a stable, clear image is just as imperative as finding an object. The CCD is very sensitive; noise
is created from factors aside from light, such as thermal electrons and cosmic rays. To account for this, a series of

darks are taken. These are exposures where the shutter isn’t opened. These darks are subtracted from the
supernova images.
Again, supernovae are incredibly far away. An adequate amount of light is needed to get a clear spectra,
let alone image the supernova itself. This introduces the issue of of streaking. Since the Earth spins, objects in the
sky are not stationary. If 60 minutes of exposure time is needed to image something, and the camera is set for a 60
minute exposure, it will image a line of light streaking across the chip of the CCD, which removes the ease of
imaging a point source. The exposure must be staggered; multiple exposures running about four minutes long.
These exposures are then aligned and combined, creating a stable, clear picture of the objective.

Fig. 9: Image creation process

This process, detailed in Fig. 9, produces the dark-subtracted, median-combined image that will be readout in
Rspec.

Findings & Correction
SN2018zd was observed on April 9th, 2018, and the process outlined above produced the image show in
Fig. 10. This image contains an unresolved spectrum, preventing any meaningful analysis.

Fig. 10: Master Image of SN2018zd, displaying noise, unresolved spectrum.
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While SN2018zd is clearly visible as a point source, the resultant spectrum is a blurry line of light, with no
clear dips in flux showing absorption lines. This calls for changing something within the setup. The telescope
aperture, the pixel size, and the dimensions of the CCD
chip cannot be changed, so the only specification that can
be changed is d. Initially our FTS SA200 grating was
placed on the filter wheel for a d of 1.5cm, but it’s not an
arbitrary

measurement;

d very much affects the

resolution and clarity of the spectra, as shown in Fig. 11,
regardless of whether the point source producing the
spectra is in focus for a telescope. When d is small, the
information spread out over the chip is the more

compact and noisy, producing spectrum that is not viable
for analysis.
To that end, the SA200 grating is moved to the

Fig. 11: Shows the effect of d on spectral resolution.

end of the collector tube, changing d to 6.0cm, as shown in Fig. 12. This spreads out the dispersion, giving a more

resolved spectra. To test this, SUNY New Paltz Physics & Astronomy student Lionel Roseval took images the star
Epsilon Ursae Majoris, also known as Alioth, before and after the change in d, shown in Fig. 12. 10
 The image at d =

6.0cm shows clear absorptions lines and giving a smaller dispersion of 6.3 Å per pixel. It can then be concluded
that spectral resolution heavily depends on d, and our previous error was, at least in part, a result of poor grating
placement.

Fig. 12: Images of Alioth and its spectrum, Before and after changing d, showing significantly more absorption lines when d = 6.0cm,
which shows a vast improvement of dispersion, from18.6Å/pixel to 6.3Å/pixel.10
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Moving Forward
While the issue of spectral resolution has been rectified, a combination of environmental & technical
factors has prevented any further observation of supernovae at SUNY New Paltz. However, with a correct d this
provides the Smolen observatory with the tools to observe these events in the future.
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